CHERNOBYL 1-DAY TOUR

Taste the post-apocalyptic world in this one day special tour. This 12-hour urbex experience is focused mainly on exploring the ghost town of Pripyat and the secret military radar Duga, which was standing just few kilometers away.

CHERNOBYLwel.come has upgraded it’s most popular tour to give you even more time spent in Pripyat and it’s surroundings. Escape the everyday world and enjoy wandering the streets of abandoned city, which was a home for 50 000 people before the accident.

A traditional Ukrainian lunch is included in the price during a break.

The tour starts with a pick up (7:30) and ends with a drop off (19:00-20:00) on the meeting point in Kiev.

The programme is subject to change based on the weather conditions and the administration of the zone. Entering buildings in Pripyat is officially prohibited since April 2012.